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ABSTRACT
Due to immense growth happened in multimedia field, research
with videos and images have been received significant attention
among the researchers. The automatic detection of the events pre-
sented in the video content may provide more useful information
to the target audience. The motivation behind this approach is to
design and develop a system for video event classification through
video content analysis method using Bayesian neural network. Ini-
tially, the background from the video frames is estimated which
is then segmented. Subsequently, features are extracted from the
tracked objects and are classified to normal or abnormal event by
applying Bayesian neural network classifier.UCSD Anomaly De-
tection Datasets is used for implementation. The performance of
the proposed system is validated through the ROC curves and clas-
sification accuracy. From the comparative analysis made, the pro-
posed technique obtained better results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tremendous amounts of both image and video data has been
continuesly uploaded to visual content databases of internet.The
content for these databases is generally created in realistic
settings from science and technology, social events, sports, news
coverage and so on. In computer vision research in the recent
years, this type of data has fast become the experimental data
of choice because it encompasses large inter- and intra-class
variability and presents very interesting challenges for problems
like video event classification, detection and tracking, face
recognition, human activity analysis, and so on [8].

Video event detection is a difficult problem in video content
analysis and there are some challenges like bridging the se-
mantic gap between high-level semantic features and low-level
features. In general, based on the scene analysis technology, the
event-based searching can be done. The scene analysis technol-
ogy may be roughly categorized into the frame-based and the
shot-based methods [7]. The task of activity recognition is to
bridge the gap between a high-level abstract activity description
and numerical pixel level data. A common approach involves
the features of a moving object from image sequences are
detected and tracked first. The goal of this step is to transform
pixel level data into low-level features for activity analysis.
From the tracked features, the type of moving objects and
their spatio-temporal interaction are then analyzed. There are
several challenges that need to be addressed to achieve this
task [5]: Some methods make use of the multimodal features in
classification of events by using temporal sequence represen-
tation. But, they suffer from a multiple-recognition problem.

Fig. 1. overview of the proposed method

With probabilistic model and maximum likelihood decision
making, it is hard to express the temporal relationship among
multimodal features. Because of the temporal relationship is not
fully utilized that leads to poor recognition performancesince
since the feature models are independent of each other. [6].

Recently, many approaches have been proposed for event recog-
nition which can be roughly categorise into two approaches
namely , semantic approach and probabilistic approach. Seman-
tic approaches are based on defining rules to model the events
[3]. However, current approaches only describe a small portion
of semantics, they do not indicate the appropriate recognition
strategies and also they do not consider the event definitions and
uncertainty inherent to low-level observations. But, compared
to the semantic approaches, the probabilistic approaches have
shown a superior performance [2]. They accurately achieved
high precision within a domain and allowing an intrinsic uncer-
tainty handling by learning the event models from training data.
However, their usage is limited for different albeit related do-
mains and they are not able to model complex relations. There-
fore,in order to reslove these limitations, a combination of both
approaches would be desirable. [4].
In this paper, Bayesian neural network for video event clas-
sification is proposed. The process consists of four modules
like back ground modeling module, object segmentation and
tracking module, feature extraction module and last module is
classification module. The overview of the proposed method
is shown in Fig. 1. The background from the video frames is
estimated by the use of mode technique and shot segmentation
technique in back ground modeling module. In object segmen-
tation and tracking module, object is segmented using the FCM
operator and each object in an image is tracked by searching for
an object in subsequent image using neighborhood estimation
among frames. Features are extracted from the tracked objects
which include distance measure, size, number of pixels and
histogram in the feature extraction module . In classification
module, the final operation is carried out where the frames are
classified to normal or anomaly using feed forward Bayesian
Neural Network.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives
the Related Works. Section 3 gives the proposed approach. Sec-
tion 4 gives Results and Discussion. Conclusion is summed up
in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS
Despite numerous efforts in video content analysis, it remains a
major challenge in terms of effectively integrating the multiple
physical features to deduce the semantic events due to the
well-known semantic gap. In response to this matter, some
efforts in the research have been directed to extend the basic
content analysis methods with the facilitation of more super-
vised approaches like heuristic method [9], E-R model [10],
and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [11]. In [9], a set of fixed
rules is derived on the basis of the multimodal cues. But, the
derivation process becomes infeasible with the increment of the
number of multimodal features. In addition to this, the fixed
thresholds adopted in the rules are not general enough for a
large number of video samples. In [10], Tovinkere and Qian
proposed a hierarchical E-R model on the basis of 3D data of
the locations of players and ball. Here, it is trying to model
the domain knowledge and semantic meaning for the soccer
games. Thereafter, a set of rules are generated to determine
the occurrence of the event. However, the 3D information is
not available in the video data, the generalization of this work
is highly limited. In [11], a method Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) was proposed to detect and recognize soccer highlights.
Here, each model is trained separately for each type of event.
this method as mentioned in the preliminary results can detect
and recognize penalty and free kick events. However, it has the
problem to deal with long video sequences.

Almost all the classification methods adopted model-based ap-
proaches in the video event detection field, which present some
good qualities when the video data are with a high level of con-
sistency. Therefore, A generalized framework for video event
classification proposed which gives better performance com-
pared to other methods.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
This section describes the proposed a tecnique that involves the
various modules to classify the video event by analyzing the
video content. The technique consists of four modules, namely
back ground modeling module, object segmentation and track-
ing module, feature extraction module and classification module.
The main objective of the technique is to classify the video/frame
as anomaly or normal.

3.1 Background Modeling Module
In this module, the background from the video frames is
estimated by the use of mode technique. The video clip is
initially split into frames and the important frames are found
out using the shot segmentation technique. Wavelet Transform
and distance measure based shot segmentation is employed in
this paper. Subsequently, back ground is extracted by taking the
mode of pixel value series at each image location which forms
the background. Block diagram of the background modeling
module is given in Fig. 2.

Back ground is extracted by taking the mode of pixel value se-
ries at each image location which forms the background after the
shot segmentation is performed,. Mode at any image location is
the pixel value that occurs most frequently at that location. Since
the background is motionless, during the entire analysis time the
color values of this pixel would approximately be the same. For
the foreground, the moving vehicles occupying the pixel may be
in different colors and shapes at different times. So, it should

Fig. 2. Block diagram of background modeling module

be the background-pixel color vector that occurs the most fre-
quently in the frame. The obtained pixels are stored in the form
of 3- dimensional matrix.

3.2 Object Segmentation and Tracking Module
In this module, object is segmented using the FCM operator.
Initially, foreground is obtained which is then sharpened and
black and white converted. Subsequently FCM operation is car-
ried out and areas lesser than a threshold is removed. Thereafter,
each object in an image is tracked by searching for an object
in subsequent image of the video clip that overlaps most with
the given object using neighbourhood estimation among frames.
The block diagram of the object segmentation and tracking
module is given in Fig. 3.

By subtracting the back ground from each image in the video
clip the foreground is obtained. The logic in the approach is that
of detecting the moving objects from the difference between the
current frame and a reference frame, also called background im-
age. In this case, frame differencing as the foreground detection
technique is used. Let the input video sequence be defined as
V id[x, y, t] where x and y defines the pixel position and t gives
the time. Then the frame difference at a time t+ 1 is given by:

Fdis(t+ 1) = |V id[x, y, t+ 1]− V id[x, y, t]| (1)

The background is assumed to be the frame at time t. After ob-
taining the foreground, it is sharpened by the use of laplacian
filter. Subsequently, it is converted to gray scale format.
There exist many clustering algorithms in data mining and Fuzzy
C-means (FCM) is one among them. FCM gives more accurate
clustering results with the inclusion of fuzzy concept when com-
pared to K-means. Minimization objective function of FCM is
defined by:

Si =

N∑
i=1

cen∑
j=1

µn
ij ||zi − cenj ||2 (2)

Here, µij is the membership degree function of ith D-
dimensional measured data (Di) in cluster j . Centroid of jth
cluster is represented by cenj . The minimization function of
FCM is iteratively optimized for clustering by updating of mem-
bership function µij and centroid cenj on every iteration. The
updating equations are given by:
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of object segmentation and tracking module

µij =
1∑cen

k=1

(∥∥∥ zi−cenj

zi−cenk

∥∥∥) 2
m−1

(3)

Where, zi is the input data, is the centroid cen andm is a positive
constant. The centroid under investigation is cenj and other cen-
troids are represented by cenk. The centroid updating equation
is given by:

cenj =

∑N

i=1
µijzi∑N

i=1
µij

(4)

3.3 Feature Extraction Module
In this module, features are extracted from the tracked objects.
The extracted features include distance measure, size, number of
pixels and histogram. Distance measure takes the distance be-
tween centroid of objects in subsequent frames (or images) in
clip in x and y directions. Here, initially centroids of the objects
are found out in each frame. Let the objects in the frame be repre-
sented by Ob. Let the pixels inside the ith object are represented
by poij where 0 < j < n and the respective centroid is calcu-
lated as:

ceni =

∑n

j=1
poij

n
(5)

After finding out the centroid for each object for each frame,
Euclidean distance is taken between centroid of objects in
subsequent frames. This distance found out forms a feature.

Another feature taken is the size of bounding box of object
in x and y directions. The minimum or smallest bounding or
enclosing box is a term used in geometry. In this case, the
bounding box for two dimensions (x and y) is found out.

Histogram value is the fourth feature taken. Histogram is a
graphical representation of the distribution of image pixels. His-
togram peak value is the maximum histogram value in the taken
interval. Histogram value is the histogram peak value divided
by total number of pixels in object image after removing back-
ground pixels.

3.4 Classification Module
In this module, using the features extracted in the previous
model, the final operation is carried out where the frames are

classified to normal or anomaly. The classification is carried
out using feed forward Bayesian Neural Network. The clips are
divided into 2;80% for training and 20% for testing in the neural
networks.

Let the net input to ith unit in (m+1)th layer be represented as:

inpk+1(m) =

sk∑
i=1

$m+1(m, i)yk(i) + xk+1(m) (6)

The output of the mth unit can be defined by:

xk+1(m) = Gk+1(inpk+1(m)) (7)

The main duty of the network is to learn associa-
tions between a specified set of input-output pairs
{(g1, τ1), (g2, τ2), ....(gn, τn)}. The performance index
for the network is given by:

F =
1

2

p∑
p=1

(τp − yNs
p )T (τp − yNs

p ) =
1

2

p∑
p=1

erTp erp (8)

Here, yNs
p is the output of for pth input and erp = τp − yNs

p

is the error for pth input. In back propagation, the performance
index is approximated by the steepest descent rule and can be
defined as:

F =
1

2

p∑
p=1

erTp erp (9)

Total sum of squares in steepest decent approximation, is re-
placed by the squared errors for a single input-output pair.
Hence,

∆$k(m, i) = −α ∂F

∂$k(m, i)
= −αγk(m)yk−1 (10)

∆yk(m) = −α ∂F

∂zk(m)
= −αγk(m) (11)

Where,

γk(m) =
∂F

∂inpk(m)
(12)

Here,α is the learning rate and γ is the sensitivity of the perfor-
mance index. It can also be shown that sensitivities satisfy the
relation:

γk = Gk(inpk)$k+1T γk+1 (13)

The learning is carried out for about 80% of the frames and rest
20% is used for testing. In both learning and testing, the initial
process of three modules is carried out as pre-processing to the
networks. After the learning stage, the network is fed with the
test data frames to classify as normal or anomaly.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results achieved by the proposed technique is
analysed.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results

4.1 Database Used
The database used includes UCSD Anomaly Detection Datasets
[1]. The UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset is used and it was
acquired with a stationary camera mounted at an elevation, over-
looking pedestrian walkways. The crowd density was variable
in the walkways , ranging from sparse to very crowded. In the
normal setting, the video contains only pedestrians. Abnormal
events are due to either non-pedestrian entities circulation in
the walkways or due to anomalous pedestrian motion patterns.

The anomalies commonly occurring like bikers, skaters, small
carts, and people walking across a walkway or in the grass that
surrounds it.

The data was split into 2 subsets namely Peds1 and Peds2, each
corresponding to a different scene. The recorded video footage
from each scene was split into various clips with 200 frames.
The first Peds1 subset include clips of groups of people walking
towards and away from the camera and some amount of per-
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Fig. 5. ROC Curves

spective distortion. It consists of 34 training video samples and
36 testing video samples. Peds2 include scenes with pedestrian
movement parallel to the camera plane. It contains 16 training
video samples and 12 testing video samples.

4.2 Simulation Results
Fig. 4. gives the simulation results. The figure gives the first eight
images of the Peds1 dataset. The objects in red give the found out
non pedestrian entities in the walkways.

Table 1. Comparative table for accuracy(%)
Threshold set Proposed Approach Base Paper

0.1 24.7 21.6
0.2 28.2 29.4
0.3 53.8 46.9
0.4 74.6 67.8
0.5 88.6 87.2
0.6 90.1 89.3
0.7 93.7 89.4
0.8 86.7 85.2
0.9 82.1 76.7
1.0 79.7 69.7

4.3 Comparative Analysis
In this section, the proposed technique is compared with the
other technique [12]. The proposed technique average accuracy
and for the other technique [12] is given in table 1. The values
are given for different threshold levels set.

From the table, it can infer that the proposed technique has per-
formed well obtaining better accuracy than the other technique
[12]. The evaluation metrics employed are accuracy and ROC
(Region of Convergence). In a ROC curve, the true positive rate
(Sensitivity) is plotted in function of the false positive rate for
different cut-off points of a parameter. Each point on the ROC
curve represents a sensitivity/specificity pair corresponding to a
particular decision threshold. Fig.5. gives the ROC curves ob-
tained for proposed technique and the other [12] technique. Blue
line indicates the average ROC curve for proposed technique and
red gives the average ROC for the other [12] technique. From the
figure, it can infer that the proposed technique has achieved bet-
ter ROC curve.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, The video event classification by analyzing the
video content using Bayesian neural network is proposed. The
main objective of the technique is to classify the video/frame as
abnormal or normal. For the implementation, UCSD Anomaly
Detection Datasets is used. The performance of the proposed
approach has been illustrated using UCSD Anomaly Detec-
tion Dataset and it is validated through the ROC curves and
classification accuracy. From the comparative analysis made,
it can observe that the proposed technique obtained better results.
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